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Introduction 

This book is a collection of tactical articles written by Stevie Grieve. The articles provide a 
detailed analysis of the methods and tactics employed by some of the top teams in the world. 
Grieve uses actual snap shots of the game along with in depth descriptions to illustrate how the 
teams are accomplishing their goals. 

Stevie Grieve started coaching at the young age of 16 with Perth Youth Futsal in his native 
country of Scotland. During his tenure he was instrumental in producing players for the Elite 
U14, U15 and U16 teams, which all went on to win domestic and international tournaments. 

Grieve would then spend six months coaching in New Jersey, USA, at three different youth 
academies before moving back to Scotland to coach at Dundee. Grieve then made the move 
abroad to Intersoccer in Switzerland, where he continues to work today as a youth coach and 
coach development consultant. In his current role Grieve helps to develop the structure for 
educating coaches in how to put the right skills in the right order to accelerate skills acquisition.  
He is now the head coach of, the Swiss team FC Gland 3. 

Stevie Grieve is also the author of several books including: Coaching the 4-2-3-1, Coaching the  
4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics, Beating the 4-2-3-1 and Winning Soccer Tactics.  
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The Formation of the Future - Part One 

Coaches nowadays are always looking to find a way to take advantage of the spaces left by each 
formation that is commonly used in football, whether it is 4-2-3-1, 4-3-3, 4-4-2, 3-5-2 or 4-5-1. I 
feel that the way the game is going, the next major ‘trend’ in football may well be the utilization 
of a flexible 4-6 man midfield/attack, in the form of a 3-3-3-1, 3-3-1-3 or a 3-2-4-1 or 3-4-2-1. 

Most teams play with a lone striker and the space made around the centre backs made by forcing 
full backs to defend from wider positions means that they either allow more space for flexibility 
centrally, specifically around zone 14 (the zone UEFA studies suggested most goals are scored 
from), or they defend narrower, allowing the attack to pass the ball wide and then draw out full 
backs and wide midfielders, and try to exploit the space in the spaces they have just left to press 
the ball. 

If we analyze Barcelona under Pep Guardiola, when Busquets drops deep, Alves and Abidal 
pushed into midfield, creating a flat 3-4-3 with Xavi and Iniesta in midfield, Pedro and Villa 
wide with Messi in the fairly new ‘False 9’ position between midfield and attack – playing as a 
center forward in a more withdrawn role to play between the lines and either bring out a center 
back, or pull deeper a central midfielder to pick him up. 
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If neither happens, he finds himself able to receive and turn with Pedro and Villa making 
diagonal inside runs fromwide to center, while Abidal and Alves continued to push forward into 
the spaces left, effectively making a 3-2-1-4 formation in attack. 
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If Barcelona couldn't penetrate quickly, Busquets would move into midfield and offer an extra 
passing option to make a 2-3-1-4 or 2-3-5 formation (an inverted Triangle like in old style 
football). 
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If we analyze another facet of this Barcelona style, when Abidal has tucked in to help play 
against 2 center forwards as Alves pushes forward, Busquets would sit in the space between the 
lines, Xavi and Iniesta would stay in central midfield roles to dictate play while Messi would 
drop off, and Pedro and Villa would move centrally, making a 3-1-3-3 role with Alves wide 
right, Villa central and Pedro left. 
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 Barcelona were often weak in transition but with 3 central defenders and a holding central 
midfielder, they were able to deal with quick counter attacks, while the 6 attackers had enough 
intelligence and co-ordination between the players that they knew how to rotate positions and 
open up spaces to exploit through quick passing around the box. If they couldn't penetrate, they 
passed back to Busquets who would start over again and they would often dominate possession 
of over 66%. 

If we now look at how football coaches are dealing with the threat of teams like Barcelona and 
Spain playing with a false 9, and turning into counter attacking sides, or as some call it “counter 
pressing”, meaning that they will quickly counter attack, and squeeze the play so that if they lose 
possession, they press high and win the ball close to the opposition goal, or as we see from 
Borussia Dortmund and their famous “Gegenpressen” system, they have all 11 players inside the 
opposition half after the counter attack and then force the opposition into surrendering 
possession and they can dominate the game from there. 
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Stevie Grieve is also the author of Attacking in the 4-2-3-1 
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The Formation of the Future - Part Two 

Recently, Chile played against Spain, and deployed a 3-4-1-2 formation, with Arturo Vidal as the 
number 10, which performed 2 duties. 

• He was the outlet for central penetration as he is capable of creating and scoring goals 
• He has a great engine and works hard defensively, show in his performances for Juventus 

Vidal’s role was to stop Spain from gaining easy possession in the build-up and consolidation 
phases of play, giving the defence time to reset into shape. 

As Spain played with their usual tiki-taka game, and with a mixture of a 4-3-3 and 4-2-3-1 
formations (both with a false 9), Chile’s 3 central defenders could afford to make sure that one 
can go out to mark the false 9, as there were no players to mark centrally, only wide. The Chile 
wing backs were asked to mark the attacking full backs of Spain if they came forward, but often 
they came back to help the defence and mark the wingers, allowing the near side centre forward 
to play against the full back and stop him from being an outball, or commonly, not moving 
forward ahead of the ball as Chile would be left2v2 against the Spain centre backs. 

Chile’s attacking wing backs 
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Chile Defending 
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The 3-4-1-2 worked to an extent as Chile play a risky, attacking game and although exciting to 
watch, must be a nerve wracking experience for the Chilean fans, and the coaching staff! They 
caused Spain problems through attacking bravery and a well-executed game plan to stop Spain 
from having an easy time on the ball. 
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The Formation of the Future - Part Three 

We have also seen Real Madrid over the last 12 months being able to stop Barcelona in La Liga, 
and win in the Nou Camp, and Bayern Munich destroy Barcelona 7-0 over 2 legs in the 
Champions League semi-final, that a totally possession based game can be beaten if you set 
‘traps’ for the possession team, and win the ball when they enter specific areas of the field. Once 
the ball is won, the counter attacking team can then exploit the fact that they defend deeper and 
have more space to play in on the counter attack behind the defense and between the lines to 
build the attack quickly. 

The trap is set by, for example, showing a certain space and leaving it open for an opponent to 
move into, and when the pass or dribble is made into that zone, the defense quickly ‘flood’ the 
zone with players, forcing a turnover of possession via an overload. From the trap, 3 or 4 player 
will know where and when to run, where the ball will be played and attack quickly to the 
opposition goal. 

 

If we look at Borussia Dortmund, they have bought wisely in the past 2-3 years to ensure they 
can perform this style effectively – they have a solid back 4 in Piszczek, Hummels, Subotic and 
Schemmel, with 2 very effectiveholding midfielders in Bender and Gundogan – who normally 
controls the pace of the game when Dortmund play a more direct form of a possession game. 
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Ahead of them, they have 4 quick, interchangeable players who all have a variety of skills 
between them. 

 

Unfortunately, Dortmund lost Mario Goetze to Bayern Munich but bought well and replaced him 
with Pierre Aubameyang who reportedly covers 60m faster than Usain Bolt. In football, that 60m 
may be the longest sprint a player does so you could argue that they have signed the perfect 
player to play wide in a counter attacking or counter pressing style to nullify and beat a team like 
Barcelona. There were other players available on the market at that time, but Aubameyang was 
the player they needed for the wide position that Reus has left to play the #10 role that Goetze 
played in. 

Reus is an interesting player in this type of system as he can play both sides, #10 or as a striker, 
and another feature of Dortmund’s play is that Lewandowski will drop into the #10 area to 
receive a chipped pass over the opposition midfield, particularly from a full back, Reus will 
move behind him and either exploit the space left by Lewandowski, or push the defensive line 
deeper, making more space for Dortmund to play in. 

Commonly, Dortmund will go through phases in a game of playing a controlled, possession 
game with more directness than Barcelona, but with more variety than Real Madrid under Jose 
Mourinho who played a similar style, but often had problems breaking down a tight, compact 
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defence, instead relying on counter attacks – when teams gave Real Madrid the ball and forced 
them to be broken down, Real Madrid struggled and often dropped points – this style was suited 
to playing against Barcelona but not suited to playing against a team like Borussia Dortmund as 
shown in the Champions League Semi-Final where they lost 4-1, and 4-3 on aggregate (the 2-0 
win in Spain for Real Madrid doesn't reflect the whole story of the match, which Dortmund had 
several counter attacks and possible chances to score from both counter attacks and breaking 
down Real Madrid’s defense). 

When we analyse teams like Bayern Munich, Borussia Dortmund and Real Madrid, they are all 
completely different to the now “idealistic” idea of tiki-taka of Spain and Barcelona, they play 
with a more transition-based style than Barcelona, who are able to do what Jose Mourinho said 
was most difficult – to score against an organised defence. Bayern Munich, Borussia Dortmund 
and Real Madrid all are able to take advantage of an ‘unorganised defense’ – the transition from 
attacking to defending phase – whereas Barcelona score more of their goals from the ‘Attacking’ 
phase of “Attacking an organised defense”. 

When we look at Barcelona’s 4-3-3, under Guardiola it regularly changed to a 3-1-3-3 when 
Pique moved into midfield, to allow Busquets, Xavi and Iniesta to play closer to the front 3, but 
against Santos in the World Club Cup Final, the Santos manager remarked that it was the first 
time he saw a team play 3-7-0, such was the midfield domination and flexibility of movement. 

The ‘false 9’ position has opened up a world of options in attack, and allows for a variety of 
flexibility in the movement from midfield and wide positions to fill in the space left by the 
striker dropping into the position of a number 10. 

When Craig Levein played with a 4-6-0 (really, a back 4, 2 defensive, 2 attacking and 2 wide 
midfielders) it may not have been a bad idea had it been played with World Class players. 
Instead, with Scotland’s players, there was no real threat of scoring as there was a lack of 
diagonal wide-central runs, lack of dribbling to penetrate from the defensive midfielders and no 
real quality in delivery from the 2 deep lying midfielders, which stopped the formation being a 
success in attack. 
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The lack of creative movement ahead of the ball, lack of penetration options on the ball via 
passing or dribbling, and the lack of creativity of the players in the system ultimately stopped 
Levein from being heralded a tactical genius, and instead, being labelled an idiot, for playing 
with no recognized striker. 

As teams like Chile, Bayern Munich, Borussia Dortmund and Real Madrid have shown, 
possession is not everything, and as Jose Mourinho stated previously, the transitions are more 
important in the goal scoring moments of a game than set pieces. 
To have effective possession, fast transitions and effective counter attacks, and possibly even 
counter counter-attacks, a formation I believe will become one of the future, is one with a 
flexible 4- 6 man midfield, either a 3-3-3-1, 3-4-2-1, or a 3-3-1-3, which has a solid central 
defense, a holding midfielder for ball possession and transitions, width in attack, and players in 
positions to press quickly in all areas in both the transition to unorganized defending, and when 
the transition is completed to organised defending. 

Defending to counter attack, or turning over possession to set a trap and re-attack in transition 
may well become the new way of controlling a game, and the earlier we can start devising 
transition scenario based training sessions, the earlier we can start producing footballers for the 
future game. 
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Tactical Analysis: Borussia Dortmund’s Counter Attacking - Part One 

One of Borussia Dortmund’s main strengths comes from the speed of which they attack, and the 
fluidity of the movement of the players in the front 4, a choice of either Blaszczkovski or 
Aubameyang, with Mkhitaryan, Reus and Lewandowski. All of these players have explosive 
pace, especially Aubameyang. 

They have an interesting mix of attackers; Lewandowski brings old fashioned target man ability 
while having the combination play of a midfielder. Mkhitaryan brings balance to the attack as he 
fills in and opens up space well while combining with the midfield and providing a consistently 
good final ball, while Reus brings flair and penetration with runs from deep. Aubameyang offers 
penetration behind the defensive line as he likes to play high (similar to Walcott at Arsenal), 
while Kuba is the most defensive minded of the group, and is a vital part of the team balance – 
he will play deeper as Reus moves forward to play ahead of Lewandowski. 

Borussia Dortmund have also perfected the art of ‘Counter-Pressing’ where the team press the 
ball after losing it, to win it back within 6 seconds, to ‘counter counter-attack’ and the speed of 
transition is a major way that they score goals. 
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Dortmund Mid-Block Positioning – Ball with full back or wide positioned center back. 

 

Dortmund like to force play to one side, then ‘trap the opponent into passing into a specific 
opponent either on theside, where they will flood the zone with 3-4 players, or allow a pass 
inside, where this player will be closed down by 2-4 players, with the intention to force a mistake 
and launch a counter attack. 

When the ball is passed into the outside zone, Dortmund’s closest 2 players will close off 
forward passing lanes, while the other 2 players screen passes into central penetration positions. 

Dortmund’s Counter Attacking – Dortmund v Schalke 

In this game, most of Dortmund’s best chances of scoring came from counter-attacking and 
using the pace of the front 4, and the drive from midfield of one of the central midfielders. 
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Mid-Block Defence to Counter Attacking Goal 

 

Here, we can see that 10 is forcing play inside, as 7 blocks the passing lane wide. The pass is 
forced into an overloaded area where 6 and 8 can both press to pass and look to start the counter 
attack quickly. 11 see’s the trap and starts to move forward to support the counter attack before 
the ball is won. 
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6 drives forward as 11 anticipates the next pass, into 9, who has a 1v2 scenario and needs support 
as he won’t have many touches or time on the ball before he is under high pressure. 

 

As the ball is passes into 9, 11 arcs around him and offers a pass into the space away from where 
the pressure came from, stopping the defender getting infront of him to stop the shot. 

Stevie Grieve is also the author of Coaching the 4-2-3-1 and Attacking in the 4-2-3-1. 
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Tactical Analysis: Borussia Dortmund’s Counter Attacking – Part Two 

Dortmund Scoring Chance 

 

Dortmund have just regained possession, and try to attack quickly. Sahin teases a pass into 
Bender and Reus, tempting pressure fromthe opponent v Bender, which will open up space if 
possession is regained again. 
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As Bender wins the tackle, he finds Mkhitaryan who uses Aubameyang who is behind the full 
back who is pressing the ball, leaving space to attack into, with Reus and Lewandowski already 
on the move to attack. 

 

Aubameyang gets into a crossing position, and picks out Reus from the 4 crossing options he has 
available. Reus makes a good header which is saved. 
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Reus’s header is saved, but Dortmund’s positioning around the box shows the balance that they 
emphasise in both attacking and defensive phases – the positioning to pick up loose balls, or 
pressure them in groups, which provides attacking possibilities via the counter-press. 

Dortmund Forcing Schalke To Play Predictably 

 

Dortmund set-up to force play into areas that they can win the ball. Here, they make it difficult to 
play into midfield and want Schalke to play the easy pass to the touchline. 
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Schalke stretch the play and open up spaces between the lines 

 

As the long pass is played, Dortmund have 5 lines of defence, which will allow them to deal with 
the long pass, then recover the loose ball quickly, regardless of which line it lands on. If we look 
at the lines, we could say that Dortmund have moved from a 4-2-3-1 to almost a 3-4-3, the far 
side full back tucks in to help deal with the long pass and ensure of a defensive overload. 
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As Grossenkrautz deals with the long pass, Subotic moves deep to cover the flick-on as 
Hummels loses his man who moves inside. There is nobody in the spaces between the lines, with 
Bender reacting quickest to the long pass, and probably able to recover the ball if it drops 
between the lines. 

 

The ball is headed out to Mkhitaryan, who turns and runs with the ball, stretching Schalke and 
taking the ball wide which opens up the space for Sahin, Lewandowski and Reus to assess their 
options of where they will move. 
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As Mkhitaryan cuts inside, Lewandowski makes a run to help clear the central space, as Reus 
stays wide to keep the defence wide, make it more difficult to press Sahin if he receives, and give 
him more options for a final decision. 

As Mkhitaryan passes inside, the holding midfielder has all of his weight on his left, making it 
more difficult to move forward to press and/or intercept the pass to Sahin, who receives and 
scores from 22 yards. 

The full back has a decision to make, does hoe come out to reduce Sahin’s space and maybe 
offer a lofted diagonal pass to Reus, or on the floor via Sahin, or stay with Reus and leave Sahin. 
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Tactical Analysis: Borussia Dortmund’s Counter Attacking – Part Three 

Dortmund Counter-Attack and score from the Low-Block Defensive System 

 

Dortmund have 2 clear lines of 4 with Mkhitaryan supporting the pressure. The pass is forced 
into the 4v1 scenario on the edge of the box (it was 1v1 when the ball was passed), and now 
Dortmund arecapable of winning the ball and counter-attacking with 8 Schalke players inside the 
final 3rd. 
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Of the 4 players won won possession back, Kuba and Lewandowski are the ones expected to 
break free and support. Mkhitaryan dribbles the ball of the left into the space, as Lewandowski 
pulls away to the other side, dragging his marker with him, making more space for Mkhitaryan. 

 

As Mkhitaryan drives towards the edge of the box, Lewandowski stays wide to allow a 2nd run, 
from wide-centre, which will offer a 2v1 if he gets goal side of his marker, and a passing lane to 
score, but also make space on the far side for any deep support runners. 
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As Lewandowski makes his 2nd run between the centre backs, the marker doesn’t want to let 
him run between them, so makes sure he tracks his run all the way. Kuba has anticipated this 
movement from Lewandowski and leaves the space open to allow an open passing lane from 
Mkhitaryan to the space on the far side, where he takes a touch and scores. 
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Tactical Analysis: Borussia Dortmund’s Counter Attacking – Part Four 

Dortmund Counter-Press Goal v Arsenal 

 

Ramsey wins possession from a loose pass by Reus, but this is where Ramsey finds himself in 
danger, as Lewandowski has already transitioned to defense, and is pressing Arteta, blocking a 
forward pass and forcing the ball into Ramsey if he wants to play 1st time. Kuba has also 
transitioned and is in line withReus and Lewandowski, able to cover Ozil or Gibbs if the ball 
gets out of pressure. 
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Initially, Arsenal had a 2v1, now Dortmund have a 3v2 in roughly the same area, as Ramsey 
dribbles infield. If either Reus or Lewandowski win possession, Mkhitaryan is in position to 
receive and link into the space between Mertesacker and Koscielny, or shoot himself. 

 

Gibbs doesn't react to Ramsey losing possession and is too wide to be able to double up on 
Mkhitaryan as Koscielny dives in to tackle. All of his body weight is on one side and he can’t 
stop the pass, and is taken out of the game by a fake return pass. Reus is already on his way to 
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the space left by Mertesacker as he tucks inside, giving Mkhitaryan the choice of both sides as 
Mertesacker covers. 

 

Mkhitaryan fakes the shot, lets the ball run across his body before driving low into the net. There 
is too much space between Mertesacker and Gibbs, mainly due to Gibbs’ slow reaction to losing 
possession. This attack was successful as Dortmund’s attackers reacted before the ball was won. 
When the ball is won, Dortmund’s players are ahead of the opponent and break quickly. 

We can see that from only a few games, that Dortmund have continuously used the counter-
attack method to attack an unorganized defense from an organised position, and use the counter-
press method to attack from an unorganized attack position, both against an unorganized defense.
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Chelsea’s Midfield Rotations 

Jose Mourinho has had unparalleled success since 2004, he has won every possible trophy 
domestically in Portugal, England, Italy and Spain, while winning the Champions League twice 
in this period. His teams are always defensively strong, have a very organised system to deal 
with defensive transitions and are always incredibly dangerous on the counter-attack. 

One aspect of Jose Mourinho’s teams that don’t get the praise they deserve, is the fluid attacking 
play that he gets from his teams, and this Chelsea team have some great players which allow for 
a fluid and attractive style of play, but the Mourinho defensive transition is always an element to 
look for, which explains why Juan Mata is being left out of the team in favour of Willian. 

Chelsea Movements – Lopsided 4-2-3-1 – higher on the side that Hazard plays in 

Blue; Back 4. Black; Mid 2. Yellow; Mid 3. Red; Striker 
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Left side (3 + 11 controls the movements); When Ashley Cole plays at 3, he will overlap and 
give Hazard morefreedom to move inside. As he does this, 10 will drop off to help keep 3 in 
central midfield and allow 6 to cover left centre and protect the move forward from the left back. 
9 will drift right and give more space for 11. 

If 3 doesn’t go high, 9 will drift left and re-create the width on the left side as 11 moves inside. If 
9 drifts left, 7 will move inside to have both 11 and 7 between the lines, where 8 will drift wide 
(if Ramires is playing). 

Central (10 and 8 controls the movements); When 8 (Lampard or Ramires) moves forward 
between the lines, 10 will drop deep and help build the attack. If 8 arcs around to the centre-left 
side, this opens up a diagonal pass from 6 into 7 between the lines for either Hazard/Mata or 
Willian to come inside as Oscar helps balance the play in central midfield. 

Right side (7 and 10 control the movements) 

7 must help protect the right side to re-balance the ream as 11 (Hazard) is to stay high in the 
lopsided formation. He will move inside as 10 drops deep when 8 moves forward between the 
lines to the left-centre, as 11 stays high and wide on the left side. 
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Chelsea v Liverpool 
Lampard (8), Oscar (10) and Hazard (7) Rotation 

 

Here, Luiz is in possession, and has Oscar in support on high right, as Lampard moves into 
Oscars position between the lines. Henderson has dropped deeper to block the pass into 
Lampard, which opens up space for Hazard to move into and receive, drawing out Agger and 
opening space outside. 
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As Hazard is under pressure as he receives, Luiz shifts over allow a counter-press incase Hazard 
loses possession. Lampard and Willian are in positions where if either Allen or Lucas are drawn 
to the ball that he is behind their eyeline, allowing to receive behind the opponent in a dangerous 
area.
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Bayern Munich’s attacking movement to lose markers from crossing position  

Arsenal played Bayern Munich for a long period with 10v11, and defended fairly well against 
possibly the most fluid attacking team in Europe. Pep Guardiola teams play high possession 
football with total freedom of movement within specific areas of the field for each player. 

Each player has 3 or 4 team mates that they make rotations in tandem with depending on ball 
position and team mate position, similar to Barcelona under Guardiola, but Bayern Munich have 
the ability to score goals from crosses, a weapon Barcelona didn’t have, which makes if more 
difficult to defend against this Bayern team as they can go over a defence, as well as through. 

Muller Goal – Intelligent movement to cross over a low block 

 

Here, Kroos has Muller and Robben moving between the lines looking for a way through the 
defence, either bylittle combinations or pass between Gibbs and Koscielny. 

Pizarro and Muller take up central positions, playing 2v2 with Mertesacker and Koscielny, 
meaning that there is always a possibility to make a space for a team mate with clever 
movement. 
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A feature of Guardiola’s Barcelona was that 2 players would make diagonal runs to drag away 2 
players then the player on the far side from deep or on the far side would make a 4th man run 
into the space created, the attack here is a more lateral rotation version of the same idea. 

Commonly, Lahm has 2 options which change very quickly, as we will see in the following 
images. 

Muller checks away to trigger the 3rd man run from Pizarro 

 

As Lahm brings the ball forward, Robben drifts into the ‘half space’ where he would have 2 
possibilities should he receive, while Lahm is scanning for other movement ahead of him, 
specifically from Pizarro and Muller. Muller checks away and loses Koscielny, which triggers 
the 3rd man run from Pizarro into the gap behind Koscielny. 

The body shape of Muller as he moves is interesting, he doesn’t make the more common 
attacking spin run, but instead back pedals to be able to see the play and accelerate quickly. 

Lahm again has 2 choices, hold onto the ball for more movement, or find the pass into Robben 
who could use the 3rd man run of Pizarro, or use Kross on the overlap. 
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Kroos position is now on the right where Robben started, so now when Robben moves inside, 
Kroos could potentially receive 3rd man in a crossing position where Bayern already have 2 
good aeriel attackers in Pizarro and Muller, with Robben able to shoot 1st time from rebounds 
under pressure. 

Pizarro’s 3rd man run triggers the move into the space created for Muller 

 

As Lahm has multiple passing options from Pizarro’s run – he can chip the ball over Koscielny 
into Pizarro, which would be a dangerous ball as he could potentially protect and spin to shoot, 
or the pass into Kroos who has made the blindside run into the ‘half space’, which would leave 
Bayern with an overload inside the centre of the box for a possible cutback goal. 

Kross could maybe go for goal himself, but as we know from Guardiola teams, finding a cutback 
while inside the box for a 1st time finish is something that is worked on often (as we saw from 
Kroos’ unbelievable 1st time strike akin to Fabio Rochemback’s famous goal for Barcelona). 

If this pass was played through the ‘half space’, the 1st thought of the attackers would be to find 
a position to receive a cutback for a 1st time finish from inside 18 yards would be a positive 
scenario to be in for Robben, Muller and Pizarro. 
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Muller exploits the space created by Pizarro behind Mertesacker 

 

As Lahm scans for a final decision, his best option is to cross into the run of Muller who has 
exploited the space created by Pizarro’s clever run across the defence, which takes away 
Mertesacker. 

The initial run from Muller across Koscielny would be a training ground movement, as with 2 
players in central crossing positions, Guardiola teams don’t play percentages or hopefully passes, 
every movement and decision is made with precision, and here, the movements will have been 
well rehearsed, particularly as centre backs will want to man-mark so dragging both centre backs 
so that they are almost in line but with no width, is a favourable scenario. 

Sagna should’ve identified the danger and made sure they had a 3v2 in the centre of the box, but 
if Bayern can’t go through, there is a high chance that they would’ve switched the attack and 
attacked the other side with a switch, hold for deep run penetration, then a release behind the 
defence where Sagna may well have been overloaded 3v2 on that side, especially as Bayern had 
an extra player. 
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Overall, Bayern deserved to win the game, the attacking movement to play in the half spaces, 
and between the lines is almost impossible to contain, and I hope for the future of football, that 
they retain the Champions League. 

This style of play that Guardiola implements in each club he joins is the future evolution of the 
game, and we should all adopt this style at grassroots level all the way into professional football. 

I say this as I believe that this is the style of the future in 5-10 years and ‘universal’ players will 
be needed who can play this style, playing in every area of the field will be a requirement and 
players will be developed by adopting this style of play. To achieve this, we must implement this 
playing style at grassroots level to produce players who are ingrained in this philosophy to be 
ready for the future game, in both domestic and international football.
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Bayern Munich’s Defensive Aspects 

Bayern Munich are right now arguably the best team in Europe, and although they regularly 
enjoy over 60% possession in matches, they need to ensure that they don’t leave the back door 
open and conceded goals in the minimal amount of attacks that the opposition will have. In a 
recent Champions League match v Arsenal, Arsenal have a few noteworthy attacks, but many 
were cut off at source or stopped by very clever positional play and quick pressing once 
everyone was in position to do so. 

Bayern Munich offside trap trigger 

 

Arsenal are attacking down the left side, and Mesut Ozil makes the centre-wide run behind the 
full back. Bayern Munich have a very straight back 3, playing Sanogo offside. Bayern have a 
triggerwhere that if the player makes the run that Ozil has made, the back 3 will step out. The 
trigger is the eyeline of the player making the run, he can’t see the defensive line so can’t hold 
the run. 
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Bayern defending in the final 3rd in a 4-1-5 block to press and force back to reshape 

 

As Arsenal force play towards the Bayern goal, Bayern drop off into a shape with no front 
pressing striker. They block the side of the ball and as Arsenal only have 1 passing option 
forward, they have to pass back and re-start. This triggers the high press from Bayern Munich, 
which forces Arsenal back and allows Munich to get higher up the field and into positions where 
they are happy in. 
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As the ball is passed to Wilshere, Thiago becomes the CF and presses high, not forcing play 
either way. Martinez covers the space behind Thiago which blocks the pass into Sanogo at CF. 
Mandzukic is high on the right, blocking the forward pass, leaving Sagna free on the other side, 
where Robben is ready to press and force play back, reshaping into the 4-3-3 formation. 

Bayern positioning when defending cutback crosses 

 

When Bayern defend, they defend properly – they get into positions which defend the goal, but 
also close to opponents who could receive, taking responsibility for a player inside the box. 
Some teams when in this position defend across the 6 yard line, where the far side defender 
wouldn’t be able to defend a cutback. Bayern make a diagonal line which covers the passing line 
possible, giving the GK responsibility for dealing with any high balls into the 6 yard box. 
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Bayern overloading on the sides 

 

One of the main reasons Bayern are successful defending under Guardiola, is that they play a 
positional possession game, and they always have one eye on defensive transitions. When 
possession is lost, they invariably have enough players around the ball to win it back. 

In this example, Bayern are 1v1 all over the field, with Goetze spare but blocking the passing 
lane back to Koscielny. Robben is in good defensive position, and there is only on possibly 
passing angle – down the line into a position where Kroos is already ahead of his opponent with 
Martinez covering.  
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Porto’s Midfield Protection Tactics 
 
One of the main benefits of playing with a 4-3-3 or 4-2-3-1 is that you can have a high level of 
flexibility using the 5 players in the midfield. We regularly see teams who like to press playing 
almost a man-man marking system, particularly in central midfield, where most attacks are 
constructed. 

Another advantage is that defences are best protected via defensive triangulation between 
defence and midfield when close to goal, which covers most angles and forced 1v1 dribbles to 
make penetration opportunities. 

Porto Midfield man-marking system 

 

Here, Porto play 1v1 all over the field, meaning that 1 player is free from each team, so when 
Napoli are in possession, it ispredictable as only 1 player is free and everyone can recognise this. 
This scenario will likely trigger pressing movements, or a withdrawl to force the free player to 
find a difficult pass, especially as everyone will be marked. 
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Porto withdraw defence – compact spacing - making play predictable 

 

As the player in possession has no passing options, he chooses to take the far side switch option, 
who is ineffective when he is pressed quickly form the full back before the ball is received. 

Defensive triangulation in a low block – containing play - forcing play back 
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Here, Napoli have possession in a high, wide area. Porto press quickly with several players in 
close proximity to each other, making it difficult to break through the midfield line, protecting 
the defense. 

The body shape of the Porto players helps dictate the direction of the ball, the 1st player pressure 
is to force play back, the inside cover id ready to intercept any pass inside, while the 3rd central 
midfielder (red line connected with far side center back) is ready to press from behind and 
contain play on that side of the field. 
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Liverpool’s Diamond Midfield 

Liverpool under Brendan Rodgers have shown tactical flexibility all season, changing from 4-2-
3-1 at the start of the season, to 3-1-4-2, to a 4-3-3 before moving to a 4-1-2-1-2 recently, giving 
them a tactical edge over the opposition as he can change Liverpool’s structure to allow them to 
gain control of the match through a variety of ways. 

Liverpool Diamond Midfield v Manchester United's 4-4-1-1 

Liverpool marking in midfield while ball is on the side 

 

Here, Gerrard has nobody to mark so he fills in the space between the defence and midfield, as 
Johnson blocks the forward pass, as Skrtel marksRVP on the side, with Agger v Rooney 
centrally. Allen presses Januzaj on the side and cuts off most of his attacking options, as Sterling 
marks Carrick and Henderson stays in line with Fellaini to contain play in one zone. 
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Liverpool high press against the defence 

2  

As Suarez presses, his body shape shows Vidic where he can go, while Sturridge’s body shape is 
to force play into the only channel available where Flanagan and Henderson v Rooney happens. 

Liverpool block every passing lane with the high press and midfield 4v3 overload 

3  
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Here, Liverpool block every passing lane available, while leaving a predictable pass into 
Rooney, where Henderson and Gerrard are able to press 2v1 v Rooney. Even if Rooney does 
receive the ball, he is in a position facing his own goal. 

Defending in the final 3rd – Gerrard covers between CB’s who man-mark 

4  

Here we can see that Gerrard fills in the space between the CB’s who are split to mark the 
strikers, while Allen is with Rafael and Sterling v Fellaini. There is a space where Man utd can 
exploit in the centre of the field, but it is left free, making it possible to force play back and make 
the attack predictable. 
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Forcing long passes with a midfield overload 

 

Here we can see that Suarez has allowed Vidic to pass to Rafael, which triggers the press from 
Allen to block the forward pass down the line, forcing a straight pass into Gerrard, or a long pass 
into Rooney and RVP who will play 3v2 out of picture. 

Gerrard protects the defence in a 3-1 cover block 
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As the ball is played long, Liverpool can deal with it comfortably, with Gerrard in position to 
recover the loose ball or headed pass and switch to Johnson to start a new attack. 
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